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Abstract 

Two methods for the preparation of hierarchically porous composites have been developed and 

explored. The first involved templating mixed slurries of hydrogel beads with two different 

average bead size distributions with gypsum slurry which allows for precise control over the 

porosity, pore size distributions and hierarchical microstructure of the hardened composite after 

the evaporation of the water from the hydrogel beads. The other technique utilised the viscosity 

of methylcellulose solution to suspend gypsum particles as they form an interlocked network. 

By varying the volume percentage of methylcellulose solution used, it is possible to control the 

porosity of the dried sample. The mechanical and thermal insulation properties of the 

composites as a function of both their porosity and pore size were investigated. Both methods 

demonstrate an inexpensive approach for introducing porosity in gypsum composites which 

reduces their thermal conductivity, improves their insulation properties and allows economic 

use of the matrix material whilst controlling their mechanical properties. Such composites 

allow for tuneable porosity without significantly compromising their strength which could find 

applications in the building industry as well as structuring of other composites for a variety of 

consumer products.  

 

KEYWORDS: hydrogels, porous materials, methylcellulose, agar, hydrogel templating, 
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1. Introduction 

Gypsum based composites are commonly used in buildings as dry walls or ceilings due to their 

relatively low cost, low thermal conductivity and passive fire resistance. This fire resistance 

stems from a large increase in specific heat during the temperature driven removal of the water 

of crystallisation[1,2].  One way to further improve the thermal insulating properties of gypsum 

and to decrease its thermal conductivity, requires pores to be incorporated within the gypsum 

network. Air has a significantly lower thermal conductivity than a solid phase, therefore 

incorporating porosity within a material decreases its thermal conductivity. Heat transfer in a 

porous material is accomplished through a combination of lattice vibrations in the solid phase, 

conduction through collisions of gas molecules within the pores, through thermal radiation and, 

if the pore sizes are sufficiently large, convection within the pores[3]. 

Controlling the thermal and mechanical properties of porous and composite materials is an area 

of significant interest[4–6]. One group has demonstrated how the inclusion of graphene into a 

polymeric aerogel can produce materials where the thermal conductivity and compressive 

stress can be increased by increasing the amount of graphene incorporated within the 

composite[7]. The same effect has been shown when preparing a composite foam of carbon 

with graphite filler[8]. Another group has prepared a hierarchically porous composite of carbon 

with silica nanoparticles incorporated within. They achieved thermal conductivities 98% lower 

than the non-porous carbon which they attributed to the presence of a mesoporous structure[9]. 

This leads to the Knudsen effect of decreasing the thermal conductivity of air confined in pores 

smaller than its mean free path. The presence of the silica nanoparticles also contributed to 

reducing the thermal conductivity of the composites due to them having a lower thermal 

conductivity than carbon. Therefore the heat flow through the material avoids these regions 

thus decreasing the phonon mean free path and increasing phonon scattering[10].  

Recently, it has been demonstrated that a cheap, easy and environmentally friendly method of 

introducing porosity into a material, that also gives a large amount of control over both the 

porosity and pore size, is using hydrogel bead templates. A hydrogel bead templating technique 

to produce porous materials has previously been reported that involved the use of gellan or 

polyacrylamide hydrogel beads as templates to introduce porosity into a variety of 

materials[11]. By combining slurries of the matrix material and hydrogel beads in controlled 

volume ratios, followed by subsequent curing and then drying, porous materials were obtained 

with a porosity controlled by the volume of hydrogel beads used. Furthermore, the average 

pore size of the composite was determined by the size of the hydrogel beads used.  
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Here, this method has been extended further to make hierarchically porous gypsum composites 

by using agar hydrogel beads of different sizes as the templates. The use of agar hydrogel 

instead of gellan or polyacrylamide is due to the gelling fraction of agar, agarose, being a non-

ionic hydrocolloid that does not interact with calcium ions from the gypsum slurry which 

allows for a better control during the formulation of these composites[12]. Fig. 1A shows 

schematically the process of hydrogel beads templating for fabrication of porous gypsum 

composites.  

A complementary viscous trapping method for controlling the porosity of gypsum through the 

use of methylcellulose (MC) solution has also been developed. Mixing gypsum slurry with a 

viscous MC solution during the gypsum setting process, stops the sedimentation of the gypsum 

particles and allows more time for them to hydrate and interconnect into a continuous network. 

This method allows control over the porosity, but the pore size increases with increasing 

volume of MC solution used due to it essentially expanding the innate porosity of gypsum. 

Schematics of the viscous trapping method for introducing porosity in gypsum composites is 

presented in Fig. 1B. Both methods can also be used to introduce hierarchical porosity in 

cement, ceramics, food, home and personal care products and other composite materials of 

similar setting process. In the current paper, an investigation into how the thermal conductivity 

and mechanical properties of the porous gypsum composites vary with porosity and pore size 

has been performed.  

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the methods and materials used to 

prepare porous and hierarchically porous gypsum composites using the hydrogel bead 

templating technique and the viscous trapping method. In Section 3 the results on the 

measurement of the composite thermal conductivity and their mechanical properties as a 

function of porosity and pore size are presented. Furthermore, the microstructure has been 

investigated in detail in this section.  

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

Agar was purchased from Special Ingredients and MC (A4M, food grade) was a gift from The 

Dow Chemical Company, Germany. Gypsum powder (CaSO4·0.5H2O, < 3 % crystalline silica 

impurities, Lafarge Prestia) was purchased from Fred Aldous: Art, design and craft supplies. 
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Deionised water was obtained by a Milli-Q purification system (Millipore) and used in all 

experiments.  

 

2.1. Preparation of hydrogel beads and MC solution 

Agar hydrogel (2.0 % w/v) was prepared by heating water to 97 °C using a water bath, adding 

the appropriate mass of agar powder and homogenising with an Ultra-Turrax homogeniser for 

15 minutes whilst being covered with foil to minimise evaporation of water. It was allowed to 

set at room temperature and then left in a fridge (4 °C) for 24 hours before use. The resulting 

hydrogel was transferred to a Tefal food processor minipro food blender (a 500 W blender with 

3 stacked blades) and blended at full power for either 10 seconds to produce ‘large beads’ or 

for 600 seconds to produce ‘small beads’. MC solution (0.5% w/v) was prepared via addition 

of the appropriate mass of MC powder to cold water whilst homogenising. It was then placed 

in a fridge overnight at 4 °C to ensure complete dissolution of the MC. Prior to use, it was 

removed from the fridge and brought to room temperature.  

 

2.3. Fabrication of porous gypsum composites 

Gypsum powder was mixed with water in the mass ratio 1.45:1 (gypsum : water) to produce a 

thick aqueous slurry of gypsum. This slurry was mixed with either small agar beads, large agar 

beads or MC aqueous solution. Four different volume percentages of slurry of small or large 

hydrogel beads or MC solution were used during preparation (15%, 30%, 45% and 60%) as 

well as a control sample of gypsum alone. These composite slurries were poured into a 

cylindrical mould (inner dimensions were 60 mm height and 60 mm diameter) and a lid was 

placed on top. The lid had several vertical metal cylinders attached to produce holes in the 

composite samples at the locations for the cartridge heater and thermocouples to fit. This was 

done to ensure that the placement of the heater and thermocouples would be the same in each 

sample. After pouring into the mould and placing the lid on, the samples were allowed to cure 

at room temperature for 1 hour. Subsequently, the lid was removed and they were transferred 

to an oven (40 °C) to dry until reaching a constant mass. Schematics to show the process of 

both templating techniques can be seen in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Schematics to show (A) the hydrogel beads templating technique and (B) utilising MC solution to control 

the porosity and pore size of gypsum composites. Gypsum slurry is mixed with either small hydrogel beads, large 

hydrogel beads or MC solution in controlled volume ratios. Subsequent setting of the gypsum and then drying of 

the composite produces materials with controlled porosity and tuneable microstructures.  

 

2.4. Preparation of hierarchically porous gypsum composites 

Two different methods to prepare hierarchically porous gypsum composites were used. The 

first involved mixing slurries of large and small hydrogel beads with controlled volume 

percentages, then preparing the gypsum composites as described above. The overall volume 

percentage of hydrogel beads in the sample was 50% and the overall volume percentage of 

small or large beads in their mixture was 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% or 50%, with the other 

size hydrogel beads making up the rest of the volume. Hierarchically porous gypsum 

composites were also prepared by combining MC solution with hydrogel beads (small or large) 

and gypsum slurry in the same controlled volume ratios (overall volume percentage of 

templating agent was kept at 50%). The compositions used can be found in Tables S1-3 (ESI). 
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2.5. Measurement of the composite thermal conductivity 

Before any measurements, the cartridge heater (6.5 mm diameter, 60 mm height, purchased 

from RS components) was calibrated by the following procedure: A known mass of water was 

poured into a double jacketed calorimeter and the heater and a thermocouple (k-type, with a 

resolution of 0.1 °C) were fully submerged. The calorimeter was sealed with a rubber bung 

which had space for the heater’s wires and thermocouple to connect to a power supply and data 

logger (HH306A data logger thermometer, Omega), respectively. A constant current of 

160 mA was supplied to the heater and the measured temperature change over time was used 

to calculate the power output as follows: 

𝑄𝑄 =
𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝∆𝑇𝑇

𝑡𝑡
.                                                                     (1) 

Here 𝑄𝑄 is the power output (W), 𝑚𝑚  is the mass of the water (g), 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 is the specific heat capacity 

of water (4.184 J g-1 K-1), ∆𝑇𝑇 is temperature change of the water (K) and 𝑡𝑡 is time (s). This 

experiment was performed three times to give an average power output of 2.10 ± 0.05 W. For 

testing of the gypsum control sample and the porous gypsum composites, the sample was 

placed inside a cylindrical water jacket that was open at both ends (inner dimensions were 60 

mm diameter and 180 mm length). The samples were moulded in such a way that they fit inside 

the water jacket and were in contact with the water-cooled (15 °C) glass surfaces. The heater 

was placed in the hole in the centre of the composites which travels the full length of the sample. 

Three thermocouples were placed in the sample at three different distances from the heater and 

to a depth of half the sample height (see Fig. 2B). Addition of insulating foam to both ends of 

the sample was done to minimise any axial heat loss. The heater was then switched on and the 

sample was heated until it reached steady state. Once steady state was achieved, the 

temperatures at each location could be used to calculate the thermal conductivity using the 

following equation[13]:  

𝜅𝜅 =
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 �𝑟𝑟𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟1

�

2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋∆𝑇𝑇
.                                                                    (2) 

Here 𝜅𝜅 is the thermal conductivity (W m-1 K-1), 𝑟𝑟1 is the distance between the centre of the 

sample and the closest thermocouple (m), 𝑟𝑟𝑥𝑥 is the distance between the centre of the sample 

and the thermocouple at location 𝑥𝑥  (m), 𝜋𝜋  is the length of the sample (m) and ∆𝑇𝑇  is the 

temperature difference between the thermocouple at location 1 and the thermocouple at 
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location 𝑥𝑥. A similar radial heat flow setup has been used elsewhere where they reported an 

uncertainty of less than 2%.[14] 

 

Fig. 2. The radial heat flow experimental setup for measuring the thermal conductivity of the porous composites. 

The schematic shows an illustration of a cross-section of a sample during a measurement. 

 

2.6. Mechanical properties 

Fresh samples of porous gypsum composites without holes were prepared and subjected to 

compression by using a Lloyds LS100 testing apparatus equipped with a 100 kN load cell. A 

preload of 10 N was applied and the sample was compressed at a rate of 4 mm min-1. The force 

applied at structural failure was used to calculate the compressional strength by normalising 

with the cross-sectional area. The Young’s modulus was determined from the gradient of the 

linear elastic region of the stress/strain plots. 
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2.7. Image analysis 

Hydrogel beads after blending for different amounts of time were dispersed in water and 

images were taken in bright field light using an Olympus BX-51 optical microscope fitted with 

a DP70 CCD camera. A sample size of 150 hydrogel beads at each blending time were 

measured and the size analysis was done using Image J software. Gypsum and porous gypsum 

composites were viewed using a Hitachi TM-1000 scanning electron microscope. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Hydrogel bead size analysis 

In order to be able to investigate the effect of pore size on the properties of the porous gypsum 

composites, it was important to be able to control the size of the hydrogel beads. This was 

necessary, as the average pore size is dependent on the average size of the hydrogel beads used 

in the templating process. Average hydrogel bead size was measured after blending for 

different amounts of time between 10 – 600 seconds and their size distributions were obtained 

by analysing images of the hydrogel beads dispersed in water. The average size of the hydrogel 

beads varied from 600 ± 300 µm (10 seconds blending) to 100 ± 50 µm (600 seconds blending). 

These two size distributions of hydrogel beads were used and will be henceforth be referred to 

as ‘large beads’ and ‘small beads’. Histograms showing their size distribution and optical 

microscopy images showing their morphology can be seen in Figs. 3A-3D. The hydrogel beads 

were of irregular shape so they were measured through their widest section. 
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Fig. 3. (A) and (B) show size distribution diagrams produced by measuring an average of 150 large and 150 small 

beads, respectively. The histograms represent the percentage of the hydrogel beads of various sizes (largest 

dimension). (C) and (D) are optical microscopy images of a large agar bead and small agar beads dispersed in 

water, respectively. 

 

3.2. Porosity and volume reduction of the composites 

After drying of the composites, they were weighed and their dimensions were measured. 

Images of the samples produced using each method can be seen in Fig. S1 (ESI). Their densities 

and volumes were compared to the gypsum control sample to calculate the porosity and the 

volume reduction of the porous composites. It is worthwhile to note that gypsum plaster alone 

is a porous material[15], therefore the calculated porosity of the composites is in fact the 

reduction in density compared to gypsum plaster produced without hydrogel beads or MC 

solution. It was calculated as follows: 

𝜃𝜃 = �1 −
𝜌𝜌
𝜌𝜌0
�   × 100.                                                           (3) 
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Here 𝜃𝜃 is the porosity (%), 𝜌𝜌 is the density of porous composite (g cm-3), 𝜌𝜌0 is the density of 

gypsum control sample (g cm-3). The volume reduction was calculated by equation (4): 

𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = �1 −
𝑉𝑉
𝑉𝑉0
� × 100.                                                         (4) 

Here 𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the volume reduction (%), 𝑉𝑉 is the volume of porous composite (cm3), 𝑉𝑉0 is the 

volume of gypsum control sample (cm3). Figs. S2A-S2C (ESI) show the porosity and volume 

reduction of the porous gypsum composites produced using three different methods. It was 

found that changing the method used to introduce porosity did not impact the volume reduction 

or the porosity of the samples, and that these properties were solely dependent on the volume 

of large agar beads, small agar beads or MC solution added. This method gives a significant 

amount of control over the porosity of the dried sample as the porosity is approximately the 

same as the volume percentage of porogenic agent used during formulation. The reductions in 

volume were insignificant (< 3 %) at all the volumes of porogenic agent used, however they 

were still taken into account when calculating the porosity of the samples. 

The use of large or small hydrogel beads to produce the porous composites works by dispersing 

hydrogel beads within the gypsum slurry which will then harden around the beads. Upon 

subsequent drying of the samples, evaporation of water from the trapped hydrogel beads will 

leave voids within the sample that directly reflect the size of the beads used. Note that this 

method works only when the surrounding matrix allows for the water to leave the system. 

Furthermore, the porosity is slightly lower than the volume percentage of hydrogel beads added 

to the gypsum slurry, possibly due to syneresis of water from the hydrogel due to the osmotic 

pressure mismatch upon mixing with the gypsum slurry. However, this effect is very small.   

When using MC solution to control the porosity of the composites, the viscosity of this 

hydrocolloid solution suspends the gypsum particles during the setting process. The low 

solubility gypsum powder (CaSO4∙ R0.5H2O) first hydrates in solution to produce CaSO4∙2H2O, 

which has an even lower solubility and so quickly recrystallizes and precipitates out in the form 

of needles and platelets. Interlocking of these structures forms a rigid structure[16]. As the 

volume of the aqueous MC solution increases, the longer it takes for the interlocking to occur 

and so an increased viscosity of the aqueous phase added was necessary to stop the 

sedimentation of gypsum particles before the gypsum composite could harden. Drying of the 

samples essentially leaves gypsum plaster with its (already present) porosity expanded by a 

controlled amount, dependent on the volume percentage of MC solution initially added. 
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3.3. Thermal conductivity of porous gypsum composites 

The total thermal conductivity (𝜅𝜅𝑇𝑇) of a porous material is assumed to be due to four different 

contributions[17]:  

𝜅𝜅𝑇𝑇 = 𝜅𝜅𝑠𝑠 + 𝜅𝜅𝑔𝑔 + 𝜅𝜅𝑐𝑐 + 𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟 .                                                    (5) 

Here 𝜅𝜅𝑠𝑠 is the contribution due to conduction through the solid material,  𝜅𝜅𝑔𝑔 is the conduction 

through the gas within the material,  𝜅𝜅𝑐𝑐 is the convection within the pores and 𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟 represents 

thermal radiation. In our porous composite materials, there will also be a contribution due to 

the presence of hydrocolloid residue present within the pores after drying. However, the 

amount of solid gelling agent (agar or MC) is so small (ca. 0.35 – 3 % by mass of agar or ca. 

0.09 – 0.75 % by mass of MC) that it can be deemed insignificant. Other studies have shown 

that for heat transfer in closed pore materials with a pore size less than 4 mm and in open pore 

materials with a pore size less than 2 mm, convection only plays a minor role[18,19]. Finally, 

thermal radiation is well known to be negligible for porous materials with relative density 

greater than 0.2[20]. 

We investigated how the variation of the microstructure of the porous gypsum composites 

affected their thermal conductivities. Three different methods were used to prepare these 

materials: Large hydrogel beads or small hydrogel beads as a template produced porous 

gypsum composites with an average pore size that reflected the size of the hydrogel beads used. 

In the case of gypsum composites fabricated by viscous trapping with MC solution the porous 

materials did not have fixed pore size as it expanded the innate porosity of the gypsum particle 

network during setting. Figs. 4A and 4B show the thermal conductivity of these materials and 

the reduction in thermal conductivity when compared to the gypsum control sample, which did 

not have hydrogel beads or MC solution added, respectively.  
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Fig. 4. (A) The thermal conductivity of the porous gypsum composites as a function of the volume of template 

(large beads, small beads or MC solution) initially mixed with the gypsum slurry. (B) The reduction in thermal 

conductivity when compared to the gypsum control sample as calculated in equation (6). Each data point is an 

average result of three separate samples with the error bars being the standard deviation. 

 

The reduction in thermal conductivity was calculated as follows: 

𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = �1 −
𝜅𝜅
𝜅𝜅0
� × 100.                                                      (6) 
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Here 𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the reduction in thermal conductivity (%), 𝜅𝜅 is the thermal conductivity of the 

porous composite (W m-1 K-1) and 𝜅𝜅0 is the thermal conductivity of the gypsum control sample 

(W m-1 K-1). The measured thermal conductivity for gypsum plaster alone was 0.43 ± 0.02 W 

m-1 K-1 which is in within the range of other results found in the literature[2]. The thermal 

conductivities of the porous composites were found to decrease linearly as the volume 

percentages of template used during formulation were increased. Note that the reduction in 

thermal conductivity closely reflects the initial volume percentage of template used to prepare 

the composites i.e. when using 30% by volume of template during the formulation process, the 

composites show a reduction in the thermal conductivity by approximately 30%. 

Fitting a simple linear equation to each data set in Fig. 4B allows for a reasonable 

approximation of the reduction in thermal conductivity when adding different volume 

percentages of template. These are shown in equations (7)-(9) for composites prepared by using 

small beads, large beads, and MC aqueous solution, respectively. 

𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 0.9599 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆,             (𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠)                             (7) 

𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 1.0004 𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝑆𝑆,            (𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠)                           (8) 

𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 0.9080 𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 .            (𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑄𝑄)                           (9) 

Here 𝜅𝜅red is the reduction in thermal conductivity (%) and 𝑉𝑉 is the volume of template used to 

make the porous gypsum composite (%); SB = small beads, LB = large beads, MC = 

methylcellulose solution). The R2 values were 0.964, 0.986 and 0.988 for the linear fits shown 

in equations (7), (8) and (9), respectively. Further work would be needed to investigate whether 

these equations are applicable to other porous materials produced with these templating 

methods. Furthermore, we found that the pore size distribution within the porous gypsum 

composites had no impact on the thermal conductivity when compared at the same overall 

porosity. 

One possible way to reduce the thermal conductivity of a porous composite material at a fixed 

porosity could also involve the reduction of the thermal conductivity of the gas within the pores. 

This can be done in two ways: (i) by replacing air with a gas of lower thermal conductivity 

followed by sealing of the porous composite, or (ii) by reducing the thermal conductivity of 

air[21]. The Knudsen effect describes the reduction of the thermal conductivity of a gas within 

a pore when the pore size is comparable to or smaller than the mean free path of the gas. For 

air at room temperature, this is approximately 70 nm[22]. The Knudsen equation describes how 

variation of the pore size affects the thermal conductivity of the air within the pores[23]:  
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𝜅𝜅𝑔𝑔′ =
𝜅𝜅𝑔𝑔0′

�1 + 𝛽𝛽 �
𝑄𝑄𝑔𝑔
𝜙𝜙��

.                                                        (10) 

Here 𝜅𝜅𝑔𝑔′  is the thermal conductivity of air within the pores, 𝜅𝜅𝑔𝑔0′  is the thermal conductivity of 

free air (0.026 W m-1 K-1), 𝛽𝛽 is a parameter that takes into account the transfer of energy when 

air molecules collide with a pore boundary (~2), 𝑄𝑄𝑔𝑔 is the mean free path of air and 𝜙𝜙 is the 

average pore diameter. 

One can explain the lack of effect of the pore sizes on the thermal conductivity from estimates 

using equation (10). It can be seen that the difference in the pore sizes used to prepare our 

porous composites was not large enough to see any significant difference. Reduction of the 

pore size to 1 µm or 0.1 µm would be expected to show a reduction in the thermal conductivity 

of the air within the pores of 12% or 58%, respectively. This would in turn reduce the thermal 

conductivity of the porous composite material. However, this would require using submicron 

size pores which are not achievable by using hydrogel bead templating on this length scale.  

 

3.4. Mechanical properties 

Through the use of three different templating techniques, porous composite gypsum materials 

with three very different microstructures have been obtained. We investigated how the 

microstructure of the porous gypsum composites affects their mechanical properties. Fresh 

samples without the holes for thermal conductivity testing were prepared and dried to a 

constant weight. They were subjected to compression until structural failure which allowed 

calculation of the compressional strength and Young’s modulus. The results are presented in 

Figs. 5A-5B. It was found that increasing the size of the hydrogel bead templates used to 

introduce porosity from 100 µm to 600 µm decreased the compressional strength by 

approximately 50% when the overall porosity was between 15-45%. When the porosity reached 

60%, the compressional strength was independent of the material’s microstructure. Likewise, 

when increasing the template hydrogel bead size, the Young’s modulus decreased by 

approximately 60% for porosity in the range 15-45%. When the porosity reached 60%, 

however, the average Young’s modulus of the porous gypsum composites produced with large 

hydrogel beads as templates was 80% lower than the ones produced with small hydrogel beads.  
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Fig. 5. (A) The compressional strength and (B) the Young’s modulus of the porous gypsum composites as a 

function of the volume of template (small beads, large beads or MC solution) initially mixed with the gypsum 

slurry. Each sample was measured at least twice and the average value is shown. 

 

The gypsum composites formulated using MC solution had compressional strengths and 

Young’s moduli comparable to the ones produced with small beads. When using either small 

beads or MC solution to produce the porous gypsum composites, there was a relatively linear 

decrease of the compressional strength and Young’s modulus with the volume percentage of 
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template hydrogel of MC solution used. On the other hand, when using large beads as a 

template, there was a large initial decrease of approximately 60% in both the compressional 

strength and Young’s modulus when the porosity was increased from 0 to just 15%. At 

porosities higher than 15% however, a linear decrease was observed. As the thermal 

conductivity does not vary with pore size on the length scales investigated here, but the 

mechanical properties do, it is possible to have materials with constant thermal conductivity 

and controlled mechanical properties by varying the pore size.  

The phenomenon of smaller pores producing materials with enhanced mechanical properties 

has also been reported by other authors[24,25] and attributed to a combination of an increased 

surface area to volume ratio, sharing of the load between more and smaller pores and a decrease 

of the moment upon the walls of the small pores[25,26].  

We then investigated how varying the ratio of large pores to small pores, at constant porosity, 

affects the mechanical properties of the porous composites. With the overall volume of 

hydrogel beads in the sample kept at a constant 50%, the ratio of large beads to small beads 

was varied to produce hierarchically porous gypsum composites with controlled pore sizes and 

controlled ratio of large pores to small pores. Their mechanical properties are presented in Figs. 

S3A-S3B. The mechanical properties of the hierarchically porous composite materials increase 

with an increase in the overall volume of small hydrogel beads. This can be explained by Figs. 

5A-5B, where the composites produced using small beads had increased mechanical properties 

when compared to those produced using large beads. 

Finally, we investigated how varying the ratio of hydrogel beads (large or small) to MC 

solution, at constant overall volume percentage of template, affected the mechanical properties 

of the hierarchically porous composites produced. The overall volume percentage of gypsum 

slurry used during production was kept at 50%, while the volume percentages of MC solution 

and hydrogel beads were varied. The results are shown in Figs. 6A-6B. In Fig. 6A, an increase 

in the compressional strength can be seen when increasing the volume percentage of small 

hydrogel beads, with a maximum compressional strength when the volume percentages of 

small beads and MC solution are 30% and 20%, respectively. It has been suggested previously 

that hierarchically porous materials could have an optimum balance between different sized 

pores to produce materials with enhanced mechanical properties[27]. In Fig. 6B, it can be seen 

that as the volume percentage of large beads is increased compared to MC solution, the 

Young’s modulus decreases. This shows there is scope for tuning material’s mechanical 

properties at constant porosity by varying the microstructure. 
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Fig. 6. Compressional strength (A) and Young’s modulus (B) of hierarchically porous gypsum composites 

produced through a combined approach of viscous trapping with MC solution and hydrogel bead templating. The 

overall volume percentage of gypsum slurry was kept constant at 50%. The volume percentage of hydrogel beads 

is shown on the x-axis and volume percentage of MC solution is what makes up the rest i.e. when 10% by volume 

of hydrogel beads are used, 40% by volume of MC solution is used. Each data point is the average of at least two 

measurements and the error bars are the standard deviation. 

 

3.5. Microstructure analysis 

Samples were taken from the gypsum control sample and the porous gypsum composites 

produced with 60% by volume of the templates and viewed with a benchtop SEM, without a 

conductive coating. They were viewed at reasonable magnifications to observe the differences 
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in the composite microstructures due to the presence of the different templates during the 

formulation process.  

Fig. 7. (A) – (C) SEM images of the gypsum control sample at three different magnifications. The scale bars are 

1000 µm, 100 µm and 10 µm, respectively. (D) – (F) SEM images of the porous gypsum composites produced 

with 60% by volume of large beads, small beads or MC aqueous solution, respectively. The magnification and 

scale bars are the same as the image above them. 

 

Figs. 7A-7C show the gypsum control sample at three different magnifications whilst Figs. 7D-

7F show the porous gypsum composites produced with 60% by volume of large beads, small 

beads and MC solution, respectively. In Figs. 7A-7C one can see the innate porosity of the 

gypsum control samples, whilst Figs. 7D-7F show the increased porosity due to the 

incorporation of templating materials (hydrogel beads, MC solution) during preparation. In Fig. 

7D, it can be seen that the pores present within the composites produced using large hydrogel 

beads are of a similar size to the original beads used before their embedding in the gypsum 

slurry and further drying. Furthermore, it can be observed that upon drying of the composites, 

the hydrogel residues stay mostly within the sample pores. Again, when using small beads as 

a template, the pore sizes reflect the size of the beads used, however no visible residues of 

hydrogel material can be seen within the pores. The larger surface area-to-volume ratio of the 

small hydrogel beads means that the residue produced upon drying will be much thinner so it 

could have intercalated in between the surrounding microcrystals among the gypsum network. 

Figs. 8A-8D show higher magnifications of the inner pore structures of the composites 

produced with large beads, small beads, 30% MC and 60% MC by volume, respectively. 
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Fig. 8. The inner pore structures of composites produced using large beads (A) or small beads (B). Note that when 

using large beads as porosity inducing templates, the gypsum needles and platelets attach to folded film of the 

hydrogel residue upon drying whereas when using small beads, this is not seen. (C) and (D) show the 

microstructure of porous gypsum composites produced with 30% and 60% by volume MC solution, respectively. 

 

Figs. 8A-B show the significantly different microstructures of two composites produced using 

hydrogel bead slurries with different size distributions. In Fig. 8A, there is evidence of the 

gypsum crystallite needles and platelets being attached to the hydrogel residues which means 

that they are separate from the continuous gypsum network. This could possibly contribute to 

the reduction in mechanical properties when compared to the composites produced using small 

beads or MC solution, as these structures are not seen within the pores of those samples. The 

use of MC solution produced porous composites with an expanded microstructure, as seen 

through comparison of Figs. 7C and 7F and 8C-8D. With the expansion of the gypsum network, 

the mechanical properties decreased. Similarly to the gypsum composites produced using small 

hydrogel beads, we did not observe any hydrogel residue. These differences in the internal pore 
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structures could explain the varying mechanical properties at the same porosity. The 

composites produced with large hydrogel beads were weaker possibly due to the presence of 

hydrogel residues within the pores. The needles and platelets attached to the residues will not 

be contributing to the mechanical properties of the composites, as they are not part of the 

continuous gypsum network. 

 

Fig. 9. SEM images of hierarchically porous gypsum composites produced using a dual size hydrogel bead 

templating process (A) and (B) or a combination of small hydrogel beads and MC solution (C) and (D). (A) has a 

porosity of 50% that was induced by 30% large beads and 20% small beads whereas (B) has the same porosity 

but it was induced by 20% large beads and 30% small beads. The sample seen in (C) has a porosity of 50% from 

10% MC solution and 40% small beads and (D) shows a sample produced with 10% small beads and 40% MC 

solution.   

Hierarchically porous gypsum composites produced using two different sized hydrogel beads 

or hydrogel beads and MC solution have also been visualised. The two distinct pore sizes 

produced as a result of different sized hydrogel beads used can be easily seen and is 

demonstrated in Figs. 9A-9B. In Figs. 9A-9B, one can observe the hierarchical porosity present 

in the gypsum composites. Moreover, hydrogel residues are again present within the large pores, 

with gypsum needles and platelets attached to them. The hierarchically porous gypsum 
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composites fabricated through the use of viscous trapping with MC solution and hydrogel 

templating with different sized beads are shown in Figs. 9C-9D. It was possible to observe 

evidence of both mechanisms of controlling the porosity. The difference in how closely packed 

the gypsum particles are packed can be seen in Figs. 9C-9D. With an increase in the volume 

percentage of MC solution used to produce the porous composites, the needles and platelets 

are less tightly packed. Combining these methods to produce hierarchically porous materials 

gives scope for the preparation of a range of materials with well-defined, controllable 

microstructures. 

 

Conclusions 

A hydrogel bead templating technique has been used to produce porous gypsum composites 

with a controllable porosity, pore size and microstructure. Preparation of agar hydrogel beads 

of two different size distributions was achieved by blending agar hydrogel for different 

amounts of time. These were then used as templates to produce hierarchically porous materials 

with pore sizes that reflect the sizes of the hydrogel beads used. An alternative viscous trapping 

method to produce porous gypsum composites has been developed which utilises a viscous 

MC aqueous solution to suspend gypsum particles during the setting process. This produced 

gypsum composites with an expanded innate porosity without a controlled pore size, but with 

a porosity directly reflected by the volume percentage of MC solution used during the 

composite formulation. These methods allowed us to introduce porosities of up to 60% with 

negligible volume reductions. 

Investigations into how the porosity and microstructure of the composites affected their thermal 

conductivities were performed. Increasing their porosity showed a linear decrease in their 

thermal conductivities. This decrease in thermal conductivity could be well controlled by using 

different volume percentages of templating agent i.e. to obtain a reduction in thermal 

conductivity of 30%, 30% by volume of templating agent would be used during formulation. 

This allowed for linear equations for the prediction of reduction in thermal conductivity to be 

obtained. Furthermore, it was found that at the pore sizes and porosities studied here, the 

thermal conductivity was independent of the material microstructure and the hierarchy of the 

pores. On the other hand, the Young’s modulus and compressional strength were strongly 

dependent on the microstructure of the gypsum composites. Large decreases in the mechanical 

properties of the composites produced using large hydrogel beads was seen when compared to 
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the samples produced by templating small hydrogel beads or MC solution at the same porosity. 

We attribute this decrease in mechanical properties when using large hydrogel beads as 

templates to the fact that they leave residues upon drying. Gypsum needles and platelets attach 

to the residue and therefore do not contribute to the overall mechanical properties of the porous 

composite. SEM imaging of the samples revealed different microstructures of the composites 

produced for the three templates studied. It was clearly seen that the pore size was dependent 

on the size of the hydrogel beads used during the sample preparation. An expansion of the 

gypsum network due to a smaller amount of gypsum particles being suspended in the MC 

solution in same overall volume during the setting process was also seen. The described 

methodology can produce materials with a controllable thermal conductivity by varying the 

porosity of the composites, followed by tuning the mechanical properties by changing the pore 

size at a constant porosity. 
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